13 January 1969
KöIn, Studio Dumont, West Germany
Interview by [unknown] for German TV show ‘Beat Club’ (1:51) conducted during an autograph session. The background chat is in blue, the overdubbed German commentary I have left out, Any nice German speaker willing to translate?

?   : I would like your name
JH : There you go heh
Girl: That’s a problem?
BC: What kind of music do you like?
JH : Oh, I like anything that holds my interest
Man: [Shouting in German]
JH : Right, that’s… I lost my interest 
BC: Eh, you feel good?
JH : I feel all right, yeah. You know, I feel like playin’ I don’t feel like talkin’ too much, man
?   : I know
JH : [Coughs]  
BC: Eh, what do you think about your… band?
JH : I’ll tell you it’s groovy, but you must remember that it’s a three piece group, not just 
only me, you know, an’ as long as they remember that, an’ I-I like the way they listen to us, they listen very quiet, which is a - hang on - which is good
?   : Do you have a pen?
?   : No
?   : Opponents?
JH : I’m not sure
?   : Cancel that
?   : […?] ?
JH : I don’t understand you 
?   : […?] ?
JH : Everyone of us has had a breakdown
Girl: […?]… Jimi?
JH : I mean violently about four of us. See, we don’t do. We don’t break things up too 
much anymore 
Girl: Yeah, I must think so
JH : That was only durin’ the frustration period that we was going through… I’ts not like, I 
like that
Girl: Oh do, yeah
JH : Try to, try to take me as you see me, yeah…
Girl: You don’t like him
JH : …We don’t move around too much, we-we’re tch’ concentrating on, mostly, on music, 
        you know
Girl: Yes
JH : We used to do this. All this stuff just for our own-uh, satisfaction, but then people 
started, uh, ah, takin’ it the wrong way, they started not appreciatin’ us
Girl: Yeah, yes
JH : They used to come this, just only to see us, and not to hear us
Girl: Yeah
JH : And that was wrong, you know
?   : Unless we listen to, eh…
?   : Splicing’s more to the navy…
?   : Don’t bother doing that, I wasn’t now
?   : I’m not coming with you today
?   : Nobody calls him Jimi Hendrix…
BC: Do you like the Beatles?
JH : They’re doing it all right, yeah
?   : … best part of it…
JH : Yeah now
Girl: …told you…
?    : …bastard…
JH : I don’t hate anybody
?   : Ah-heh!
?   : One warning about them, a-huh
[Stone Free is now playing in the background]
?   : Ah, shit
?   : It’s more realistic that one
JH : I guess it was
Girl: I see you’re looking at me now
?    : Hah?
Gerry: Look, go over. What are you looking at?
Girl: I’m not sorry for you shits
BC: I expect you’ve had enough of this
JH : Yeah
?   : What is that doing here?
Girl: You know it doesn’t matter
?   : You really got to be able to see what everyone’s… 
Eric: Daft ha-ha-ha
?   : … hah doing
JH : Ah, I wouldn’t know really heh
?   : Run…

